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Editorial 

If you read the Torquetube to learn about up-

coming events, then bin it now. This is the self 

isolated edition of Torquetube, complete with 

restoration stories, garage stories and want to 

go on an outing stories. Interestingly, no pletho-

ra of articles were written by self isolated mem-

bers who finally found time to fix that rattle or 

do that Riley project in the garage.  

Included is this edition is an article reporting the 

very first Mt Cotton Hill Climb courtesy of Elain 

Hamilton. Elain is the editor of  Octagon, the 

magazine of the MG club of Queensland. The 

hill climb was organised by the Riley Motor 

Club of Queensland. I am wondering if there 

are any club members who remember the 

event? 

Thank you to Peter Lee and Chris Reynolds 

who rescued our readers from an all Maleny 

edition of the magazine. Thank you also to 

those who wrote a letter to the editor. Included 

is a eulogy for Bill Bunt. Some of you know Bill 

and Beverly as active members and very     

hospitable Townville Riley people.  

Below: The next project for Harold, fitting a  

crown and pinion in the Riley 9 Mark 3 

The Editor appreciates receiving articles by the 21st of the month 
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President’s comment 

What a strange and unexpected environment 
we find ourselves in! Government guidelines 
have kept us in our immediate environment, 
unable to meet up or even just go out for a 
drive for pleasure. The only exercise my Riley 
has had in the last month has 
been a trip to Aldi and Bunnings 
(for essential purchases). Even 
though the restrictions are now 
to be eased, we'll still be limited 
to a drive of no more than 50 
km distant, with immediate fam-
ily or meeting up with just one 
other person. So restrictions on 
our club activities remain for 
now. 
 
My kids have been struggling 
with distance learning on their 
virtual school platforms and not 
really enjoying the experience. 
They say that music lessons 
and physical education classes 
have been particularly strange. 
And they are really looking forward to getting 
back to "real" school whenever that may be. 
Despite their experience, I'm exploring the 
possibility of resuming our regular Riley meet-
ings on a virtual internet platform in the future. 
Apart from allowing us to resume while in lock-
down, it will also enable some members who 
can't make it to our normal meetings, due to 

distance or other reasons, to participate. 
 
So what have you all been doing lately? Have 
you been using the time catching up on all 
those jobs around the house or garden? It's 

pretty obvious, from the crowds in 
hardware stores and the barren 
shelves in the seed aisles, that 
many people have. And what about 
your car? Have you been using 
some of the time to do some of 
those overdue jobs? Don't forget 
that spares are still available for 
your Riley through Mark, our spare 
parts manager. He will make ar-
rangements for parts you need to 
be withdrawn from the stores and 
made available to you. 
 
At the end of all this your car should 
be in tip top order so I look forward 
to seeing you on some of our Riley 
runs, once we get the green light to 
resume our program.  

 
In the mean time keep to the re-
strictions.....and keep well! 
 
Chris Reynolds 

Letters to the Editor 

Hello Philip 
Well this Riley is ready for Broken Hill. The 
preparations included:- 
A rebuilt gearbox fitted 
Major overhauls of steering components 
A rebuilt water pump 
A new radiator core to improve cooling efficien-
cy 
Bucket seats fitted to pander to the comfort 
needs of older occupants 
New carpet (Easier on the eye) 
A new roof with less holes and reduced flap , 
complete with dippable uppable or outable rear 
window. (The phone and I had a major disa-
greement on my use of grammar here but it will 
get over it). 
And finally a liberal amount of touch up paint to 
try and disguise the many stone chips. 

So here it is all dressed up and nowhere to go. 
I wonder what else should be done to fill in ex-
tra 12 months before the B H rally. 
Best Wishes and happy isolating 

Rob Carter 

 
 
Not sure if this is of interest, but the new Cor-
vette requires the engine/transmission unit to 
be removed to change the front of engine ac-
cessory drive belts. Makes having to remove 
engine mounts in a 2.5 litre RMB sound a piece 
of cake.... 
 
https://www.sae.org/news/2020/03/engineering-
2020-corvette-mid-engine-architecture 
 
Cheers Iain Robilliard 

https://www.sae.org/news/2020/03/engineering-2020-corvette-mid-engine-architecture
https://www.sae.org/news/2020/03/engineering-2020-corvette-mid-engine-architecture
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RMD versus the human custodian by Peter Lee 

The long and very unequal struggle between an 
RMD weighing in at more than 1.6 tonnes and a 
little, old guy in the other corner who is less 
than 65kg dripping wet is now nearly over and it 
has been a clear win for the underdog. 

Despite generous offers of help from Club 
Members, I decided to remove and re-install the 
entire back end of the RMD myself – from the 
intermediate shaft to the fuel tank. The reason I 
took this approach was that I could work at my 
own (slow) pace and fit it around family commit-
ments. It also helps if you’re not very bright. 

Thankfully, the really tricky part of replacing the 
pinion bearings and setting up the whole thing 
was carried out by the Tuesday Boys. Fortu-
nately, I am an RM Club member so I was able 
to order the new parts directly from them.  

On Phil Wyllie’s advice, a hole was drilled in the 
top of the torque tube and an oil nipple fitted. 

He said oil needed to be added because as the 
years pass it gets pretty dry in there. In the 
words of one of the Tuesday Boys - the re-
mains of the pinion bearings in the RMD were 
‘as dry as a dead dingo’s donger’.  

Because I have become a much more cautious 
creature than when I initially restored the drop-
head more than 25 years ago, I double 
checked everything. It was time well spent as I 
discovered that many nyloc nuts (rear suspen-
sion in particular) had nothing much  to ‘loc’ 
with anymore so they were all replaced.  

I found the keys to success for a one-man oper-
ation are to separate the torque tube and the 
rear axle casing and to have a low profile trolley 
jack (try Supercheap). It is also very important 
to know long term Rileyists with vast technical 
knowledge collected over many years. Thank 
you Brian and Ian and all of the Tuesday crew. 
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Remembering Bill Bunt 

It is with great sadness that I let you know that Bill Bunt has passed away during April.   

Bill Bunt from Townsville was a very special man, kind, talented and genuine. He was in perfect 
health over Christmas, asymptomatic until only weeks ago when he was diagnosed with an ag-
gressive inoperable brain tumour. Bill and Beverley have been a wonderful team with a shared 
passion for old cars. Bill and Beverley have done ground up restorations to the highest standard 
with Bill doing all the mechanics, frame and body work and paint. Their vehicles are too numer-
us to list from jeeps to Cadillac's and of course their stunning RMB, which is immaculate and 
a show-stopper. Bill and Beverley made everybody welcome in their Townsville shed and readi-
ly shared car related stories and advice. Bill will be missed by so many and we wish Beverley 
our sympathy and very best wishes.  
 
It has been our privilege to have developed a close friendship with Bill and Beverley over many 
years, a friendship that we value most highly. 
RIP Bill,  
Wendy Lonie 
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Riley 9 Gear Box assembly 

Yesterday, I learned that sitting in the passen-

ger seat wasn’t the same as driving yourself to 

a place where you had been before. A year 

ago, the assembly of Mathew French’s Riley 9 

gearbox was observed and photographed for 

the November 2019 Torquetube. Now, stand-

ing in front of the Riley 9 box with new bronze 

bushes fitted for the peddle and clutch shafts, 

the clutch thrust race and top washer (Spare 

parts catalogue NZ library book number 34 

page (p) 30 part number (p n) 12) was re-

placed with a modern thrust bearing, the old 

recollections were found to be wanting.  

After a bit of fiddling about, the clutch gearbox 

end plate (p 34 p n 6) with the thrust bearing 

was fitted with shake resistant washers, the 

clutch shaft open lever (p32 p n 20) was fitted 

onto the centre spline the peddle and clutch 

shafts were fitted through the driver’s side 

bushes and the clutch fulcrum levers (p32, p n 

19) were fitted onto the peddle shaft and into 

the sides of the thrust bearing carrier. The 

clutch fulcrum lever pin was fitted (p32 p n 21) 

with washers and split pins. The shafts were 

then wriggled through to the other side of the 

box and washers and split pins trial fitted. The 

clutch and brake pedals were also trial fitted 

and the clutch link (p 32 p n 27) fitted onto the 

clutch shaft lever (p 32 p n 26). To my delight 

when the clutch peddle was operated the ful-

crum levers worked correctly. The easy bit was 

done.                                                                 

Below: The new thrust bearing fitted into 

the carrier, the clutch and peddle shafts fit-

ted with the fulcrum levers.  

 

 The sequence for fitting the gearbox compo-

nents were entirely forgotten and because as-

sembling a gear box is not a procedure that a 

Riley 9 restorer does every weekend the pro-

cedure followed has been set out in the next 

few paragraphs. For many readers this may be 

boring, but the article might be useful for other 

Riley 9 builders including me in the future.  
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The first step was to fit the main-shaft journal 

bearing  (p 36 p n 18) into the front of the box, 

then the reverse fulcrum lever (p  34 p n 28) 

was fitted with reverse fork (p n 22) fitted into 

place, then the reverse pinion was fitted up to 

the fork and the reverse shaft passed through 

the opening in the back of the box , through the 

reverse pinion and into the front of the box with 

the cut outs for the first gear and the layshaft 

cluster main gear towards the centre of the 

box.  

Above: front bearing fitted and below the 

reverse and layshaft cluster fitted 

 

The lay cluster shaft was then fitted into the 

box. It will only go in one way, so it wasn’t pos-

sible to put it in back to front and then the lay 

shaft (pn36 p n 24) was fitted through the clus-

ter and into the front of the box. 

The gear assembly breaks up into three large 
parts. The front third or the input shaft with the 
clutch spline was fitted into the bearing at the 
front of the box. 

 Then the box was tilted forward so that the 
thrust ball could be positioned into the cavity. 
The rear bearing was then fitted into the uni-
versal joint sphere, the two thrust washers  fit-
ted onto the rear shaft with the smaller diame-
ter washer put on first and the Universal joint 
ball socket (p 34 p n 32) was fitted onto the 
output shaft.  The sliding sleeve with first and 
second gears was then positioned in the box 
and finally the output shaft was moved up to 
and through the back of the box through the 
sliding sleeve and second and third gears and 
onto the input shaft.  

Above: The rear bearing, thrust washers 
and the output shaft  fitted into the            
universal joint sphere 
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It should have all fitted up together at this point, 

but it didn’t. After close examination it was 

found that the universal sphere fouled with the 

lay shaft end piece that bolts up to the rear of 

the box. I had two of these and what appeared 

to be the best was used in the first instance. 

These were then carefully measured, and it 

was found that the one that I had used was 

slightly wider than the other one. The output 

shaft was then stripped down, and the bearing 

and output shaft was refitted in the second of 

the universal joint spheres. The assembly was 

then refitted into the box and it fell together 

without fouling. 

Above: The universal joint sphere fitted and 

gearbox lid set into its place 

The gear lever assembly in the gearbox lid was 

then fitted and the lever was pushed through 

the gears and everything worked correctly. The 

last thing done was to make up the gearbox 

mounting stud. (p32, p n 1). This was done by 

using a post war RMB main bearing stud with 

its castellated nut screwed back to front onto 

the longest threaded end. This stud has the 

correct diameter, is threaded at both ends and 

is of the correct length with the hole for the split 

pin in exactly the right position. 

Above: The gearbox mounting stud 

The gearbox is now ready for the rubber 
mounts and the universal joint that links the 
gearbox to the Torquetube shaft. 

Riley 9 Mark 3 brake system 
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The Riley 9 Universal joint and peddle bushes 

Only the gearbox side of the universal joint 

yoke and the carrier came with the pile of Riley 

9 bits purchased. The propeller shaft side was 

kindly provided by Paul Baee. Bushes are an 

off the shelf purchase, so these were easily 

obtained from the local bearing shop. Two 

were sufficient as they were long enough to 

make three bushes each. The carrier for the 

two yokes is in two parts. They are mirrors of 

each other that bolt together with four, quarter 

inch BSF bolts. It was very clear that the uni-

versal joint had been allowed to wear beyond 

safety limits. The carrier had been flogged out 

in the corners and the gearbox side yoke had 

flat sides on the lugs that were fitted into the 

bushes. But of course, it may not have ever 

been matched to the carrier that was part of 

the purchase. The carrier had previous work 

done to its two sides and the gouges in the 

corners had been filled with brazing.  

 

Above: Gearbox side yoke and below: The 

Universal joint carrier 

When measuring, it was found that when bolt-

ed together the openings for the bushes were 

all different sizes and none of them were per-

fect circles. Clearly a little thinking was re-

quired prior to proceeding with a repair and 

assembly. One thing considered and later dis-

carded was boring the openings in the carrier 

to make them a little larger. The idea was dis-

carded because there was not much ‘meat’ in 

the carriers anyway and making them thinner 

would put them at risk of failure. A further con-

sideration was that the force created by a 9 HP 

engine exerted on the corners of the universal 

joint was not likely to be greater than the 

strength of the universal joint when assembled 

as a whole unit.   

Above: The universal joint assembled 

The decision about repair was partly based on 

the path of the easiest solution and partly 

based on what could be done with the tools 

that were available. The OD of the bushes pur-

chased was 1 1/16 inch (FB 0419) and each 

would be machined to fit an individual opening. 

The first thing done was to number each open-

ing on both sides of the carrier from one to  

four. The openings for the yoke lugs were then 

measured and carefully filed to make them as  

round as possible without taking any more  
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material off than was necessary. Each bush 

was then individually machined and numbered 

to fit one opening.   

Above: Bushes fitted to the yokes 

As mentioned earlier, the yoke that came with 

the Riley bits had a flat spot on each of the 

lugs. The reader may cringe at my solution. 

The lugs were built up by spot welding the 

flats, allowing them to cool between each spot 

weld and repeating the procedure until the lugs 

were built up. The outcome was placed in the 

lathe with a live centre holding the yoke true 

and at a low speed the lug was machined until 

they resembled their original round shape. The 

off the shelf bushes were then tried and it was 

found that the wear on the yoke lugs was a lit-

tle more than the ID of the bushes so another 

visit to the bearing shop provided an undersize 

ID bush FB0418. The yoke was then put back 

into the lathe and the lugs were machined 

down to suit the bushes.  

Incidentally, the foot pedals required re-

bushing as well. The closest bush to the size 

required was fractionally larger but the ID was 

well under the diameter of the pedal shaft. 

They were numbered PB122. First a fly cutter 

was made suitable for the task. Since learning 

the value of fly cutters from opening the bush-

es for the pedal and clutch shafts in the gear-

box another experience was desirable to con-

firm the learning and this event provided the 

opportunity. The clutch pedal was fitted onto 

the mill, this was achieved by cutting a corner 

off a thick piece of steel bar for the shaft open-

ing to sit over and when clamped square the 

shaft was supported by steel packing. A sec-

ond clamp was then employed on the pedal 

arm over the packing and on the lug that took 

the operating arm to the clutch shaft. The pe-

dal was then clamped down using the mill 

clamps so that the shaft opening was square 

and firmly fixed into position.  

Above: Fly cutter above the clutch pedal 

Then using the fly cutter, the opening was en-

larged to receive the bush. In the end event, so 

much caution was exercised to ensure that the 

pedal opening was not cut too large for the 

bush, that the opening ended up fractionally 

too small for a friction fit. The bush was then 

skimmed down a fraction in the lathe for a fric-

tion fit and it was pressed into place. The 

bushed pedal was then placed back into its po-

sition on the mill. The bush ID was increased 

first with a large drill and then the opening was 

enlarged further using a fly cutter to make it a 

close fit to the pedal shaft. The same process 

was used for the clutch pedal and happily the 

outcome was satisfactory.  
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JYM’s change of heart 

As you do, the gearbox was taken off the en-

gine to check that hidden core plug that always 

leaks after you have fitted the engine back into 

an RM  and thought that everything was fine. 

The box came off easily and instead of doing 

the full monte of taking off the pressure plate, 

clutch and fly wheel first, a Phillips head screw-

driver was pressed against the core plug and 

the tip disappeared into the water jacket. Full 

monte required. With the pressure plate off, it 

was found that the clutch plate was worn to the 

shiny rivets and the carbon thrust bearing was 

worn to within a millimetre of the steel carrier. 

Fortunately, there was a new clutch plate on 

the shelf and a near new bearing next to it. By 

the end of the day the four core plugs at the 

rear of the engine were replaced, the clutch, 

bearing and pressure plate was back on and 

the gearbox refitted. Later the engine was put 

back into JYM. 

Above: Engine out, clutch plate, thrust 

bearing and rear core plugs replaced.  

Next day, the two remaining construction tasks 

were started. When taking the engine out, Mal 

had undone a stud nut on the exhaust manifold 

and found that the thread was stripped. Today 

I looked at the other ones. The two long studs 

had been replaced with bolts. They had BSW 

threads, two of the remaining studs appeared 

to have metric threads, so it was decided to 

replace them all to save a future restorer the 

same confusion that had beset me. 

Above: Three of the exhaust studs taken 

out of JYM 

The other big task was refitting the front exten-

sion (page R2 part number 77) with the bottom 

support (part number 78). These parts had re-

ceived a heavy blow in the front-end smash 

that had occasioned the removal and replace-

ment of the engine cradle. The crank handle 

tube, although repaired was not aligned with 

the front pully, there was significant welding, 

but the excess weld had never been cleaned 

up after the repair was completed. Apart from 

that the parts of the extension were slightly 

twisted and bent requiring some panel beating.  
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This was effected with the use of a small 

sledge hammer and piece of railway line. The 

rear of the crank handle tube was cut out of the 

extension, shifted and rewelded to line up with 

the pully and the excess weld was taken off 

with a grinding wheel. After that the several 

layers of yellow, grey and black paint was tak-

en off and the whole assembly repainted with 

chassis paint.  

With the refitting of the front extension, the ra-

diator was refitted, top and bottom hoses fitted 

and the grill put into its position. As RMC en-

thusiasts will tell you, the radiator fitted to this 

Riley model had a cut out to allow the crank 

handle to pass under it, the grill is high from 

….. so many inches shorter than the RMB grill.  

. The radiator with this Riley was not an origi-

nal RMC version. There was no cut out at the 

bottom of the radiator to allow the crank handle 

to pass under it and when tried on this occa-

sion the crank handle didn’t quite line up with 

the pulley. Moreover, the radiator appeared to 

be too high for the grill. Clearly extra work 

needed to be done to make the front end fit to-

gether.  

When disconnecting the exhaust to take the 

engine out of JYM, Mal had undone one or two 

of the exhaust studs and when looking at them 

afterwards it was found that one of the studs 

had metric thread, two of the long studs had 

been replaced with BSW bolts and all of the 

nuts were mild steel. Clearly, we needed to go 

shopping for stainless BSF studs and brass 

nuts. When they arrived the exhaust manifold 

was removed to find that at some time in the 

past the rear manifold to exhaust stud had bro-

ken and the custodian at the time had attempt-

ed to drill the stud out of the manifold but the 

drill must have wandered and there were two 

offset holes instead of one correctly located 

and threaded for the stud. This was remedied 

by taping out the hole through to the other 

side, extending the thread on a longer stud and 

threading it through the manifold and tightening 

a half nut onto the end of the stud that protrud-

ed through to the other side of the manifold. A 

tap was used to clean the threads in the en-

gine head and a finishing tap was used to ex-

tend the thread to the depth of the drillings. An 

extra ¼ inch of thread was also added to each 

of the studs where previously there had been 

metric or BSW bolts fitted. The manifold was 

then refitted onto the head and the brass nuts 

tightened to a reasonable torque. The exhaust 

pipe was then fitted but it was not bent to the 

right angle for the exhaust pipe to meet up to 

the manifold squarely and then it was noticed 

that the cast iron collar was cracked. Clearly, it 

was unwise to try to make it fit up when it was 

not at the right angle. This necessitated cutting 

the pipe off, getting it bent to the right angle 

and refitting it.  

The other little tasks during this month was re-

fitting the windscreen motor onto its rubber 

supports, removing the domed bolts that cov-

ered the petrol tank, fitting the rear shock ab-

sorbers and trial fitting the grill. 

Below: removal of the petrol tank cover    

revealed the top fuel gauge sender 
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The steering box and tiller on Harold, the Riley 9 Mk 3  

The steering parts that came with the Mk 3 
chassis included the box and drop arm, col-
umn, steering wheel, hand throttle and ad-
vance control shafts for the magneto and the 
tiller. The wearing parts for the tiller were avail-
able from the Riley Register and these includ-
ed the ball joints, brass cups, springs and dust 
cover. There was no steering box clamp, parts 
for the magneto control or for the hand throttle, 
steering wheel woodruff key or nut to secure 
the steering wheel. It must be said, however 
that the vendor, Matthew had no idea that I 
was crazy enough to attempt to build a Riley 9 
Mk 3 from the bits that he sold to me. My origi-
nal intent was simply to build a spare engine 
and gearbox. But then the Mark 3 began to 
speak to me. He wanted to be a complete Ri-
ley again and so that is how it all started. The 
chassis damage was an easy repair, the en-
gine has gone off to Wynnum Engine re-
conditioners and the gearbox was disassem-
bled with the naive expectation that Percy 
wouldn’t change the shape of the bits every 
weekend. 

Above: The steering box as it came 

The first task was to replace the steer-
ing box clamping bracket. Paul Baee 
said he had one and when it arrived it 
was fitted but the bolt holes were half a 
bolt hole out, so it was decided to man-
ufacture one using Paul’s clamp as a 
pattern. One-inch thick steel was pur-
chased from a steel merchant and a jig 
was made up using some half inch steel 
that was about 6 inches square. The jig 

was made up by drilling fixing holes for the mill 
bed and drilling another hole in the centre and 
towards the front of the jig and putting a thread 
into it. The jig was then fixed to the mill bed 
and the material to be cut was bolted in place 
so that it could be turned on the axis of the 
threaded bolt hole. And using this as the axis 
an internal circle was cut out. The completion 
of the clamp was a simple matter of cutting the 
material to the correct shape across the circle 
to make a base and then the top was cut 
square to the base and the bolt hole locations 
were milled to the correct depth and marked 
with a centre punch and drilled. To produce the 
flat base and top, the material was fitted into a 
vice on the mill bed and milled. The new part 
was then fitted over the drilled holes in the 
steering box bracket and my appreciation of 
having a mill in the garage grew remarkably.  

 

Above: The steering box clamp fitted and 
below the steering box cleaned and re-
greased ready for  the lid 
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Above: The steering box fitted. You will no-
tice that the drop arm and tiller are not yet 
fitted 

The next project was signalled by the arrival of 
the wearing parts of the tiller from the Riley 
Register. Included in the package were bronze 
cups, ball joints, new springs and split pins and 
a rubber dust cover.  The tiller supplied with 
the parts purchased from Matthew had a piece 
of sheet  metal wrapped around the ball joint 
that was on the steering box end and it was 
bolted tightly onto the other side of the tiller 
arm. That was removed along with the dirt and 
dried grease.  As  expected, the removal of the 
sheet metal revealed a ball joint slot that was 
quite worn so that the edges were very thin. 
The ball joints were then removed with their 
springs and cups and washed.  That done, the 
excess material was filed off the outside and 
on the inside a grinding bit was used on a 
Dremel. After that the very simple procedure of 
reassembly was completed in just a few 
minutes.  

Now, I know that experienced Riley 9 people 

may be shaking their heads at this point. They 

will be thinking that the tiller may part company 

with the steering box drop arm while the Riley 

was being driven. In fact, Paul Baee told a sto-

ry about a Riley 9 man whose tiller did exactly 

that and the Riley decided to take a detour 

through a wire fence. The driver was physically 

uninjured, and I believe that the Riley was not 

seriously damaged. But the point was taken 

seriously and the tiller that has been fitted will 

be used to move the Riley about until a new 

tiller is obtained. 

Above: What I thought to be a good repair 

did not appear that good when compared to 

the new tiller. Notice the welds that circum-

navigate the old tiller. 
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Above: Another pre-war tiller to entertain 
the thoughts of pre-war Riley drivers. What 
if the ball popped out at 35 MPH? 

Happily, it was not necessary to wait too long 
for another tiller. It was part of a batch that was 
made to meet the needs of Riley club members 
in different states. The material used was 
steam pipe. I have been informed that steam 
pipe does not have a welded seems, but is ex-
truded as a complete tube. State engineers of 
Sydney took on the project to screw cut and 
machine them.  

 

A flaring tool was made to enlarge the front of 
the rod and then another company put the 
bends into the rod. Previously the best of the 
existing tillers was measured and drawings 
were made for the engineer to follow. Total cost 
including postage was $470, cheap considering 
the peace of mind that came with the confi-
dence that the Riley would not decide to drop 

the tiller from the drop arm and take a short cut 
through a paddock.  

Above left and below: The pictures show 
the tiller disassembled and then assembled 
onto the Riley. 

The last thing done was to check the front end 

for squareness. Readers may remember that 
the chassis was damaged on the front driver’s 
side and that the front cross member had rust-
ed out. Using a plumb bomb, the front edges of 
the chassis was tested and on the floor, marks 
were made with a texter pen. Other marks were 
made immediately below the fixing points of the  
cast steel spring carrier. The distance was 51 
¾ of an inch from point to point across both 
sides. In short the front end was straight de-
spite the damage to the front end. 
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The last word 

 Above and below: One of Graham Brown’s 

sons owns and drives this Brookland's spe-

cial. The pictures and commentary were 

sent by Graeme Pinkney in recent corre-

spondence. 

It may have been a proper Brooka originally, I 

don’t know, (unlike here they have many cars 

that have been raced continuously since the 

1920’s and a lot of them have been modified 

over the years).   It's a pretty competitive 

car.   They call it “The Bullet”.   I think it has a 

shorter wheelbase than a Brooklands and of 

course it has been mucked around with where 

the dumb irons should be.   

Meanwhile, there has always been plenty to do 

in the garage and gardens at the Treehaven 

retirement home. But today, we are going to 

sneak out and drive down to Mt Mee to rendez-

vous with some of the grandchildren. It is within 

the 50 KM limit and we plan to enjoy a picnic 

following a open car drive in the RMD to test 

drive it.  

We trust that you have been enjoying your gar-

den or the garage. I heard that Ken Lonie has 

fitted wingnuts to his Monaco and the engine 

has been out again. Peter Lee fitted the rear 

axle back into  his RMD . I believe that Robin 

Hull has been painting a pre-war Vauxhall.  


